
21Point Checklist

The Essential Leadership Checklist
for Small Business Owners

INSTRUCTIONS:  RATE YOURSELF FOR EACH OF THE STATEMENTS BELOW, THEN 
ADD’EM UP

1 My business has a written plan that lays out its strategic objectives

2 My business has written financial goals based on previous financial results and KPIs

3 I plan 3-5 weekly priorities to focus my time when working ON the business

4 I monitor business performance daily using a simple dashboard report with the most important KPIs

5 I have a solid understanding of my business's financial statements and review them at least monthly

6 I conduct daily and/or weekly meetings with the team to discuss goals and priorities

7 My business has clearly written vision and mission statements and the team is fully enrolled in them

8 We have clearly defined in writing who our primarily target markets are

9 We know what differentiates our business from all our competitors

10 We take time out quarterly to analyze areas where we could improve as a business

11 I have both business and personal goals written for myself and I review them weekly

12 Marketing strategies are planned in advance with budget in mind and measured for effectiveness

13 I carve out some quiet time weekly to think strategically about my business and personal goals

14 My business operates profitably and efficiently without my constant oversight

15 My business has updated procedure manuals the staff uses for training and to guide them

16 I have cash flow, savings, and/or finance plans in place as a safety net

17 I conduct formal reviews with key staff members at least 1-2 times per year

18 I consistently and frequently verbally repeat priorities to the staff to keep them focused

19 I continuously let my staff know when I am proud of their work

20 I delegate details so I have space to focus on bigger things

21 My days are well-planned and I never feel like I'm just winging it

My Leadership Effectiveness Score is:



Leadership
Effectiveness Score

Insights
Scoring 48-63 puts you in rarified air. As a 
business leader you are best of the best, 
and the desirable model for others to follow. 
It’s no surprise you run a really tight 
business, your customers adore you, your 
employees respect you, and your life is 
balanced with little stress.

Scoring 33-47 is totally respectable. As a 
business leader you have a plan, you focus 
on the priorities and communicate well, you 
hold people accountable and produce the 
desired results. Your business is strong with 
areas of opportunity that are probably 
already on your radar.

Scoring 16-32 puts in you the rank and fi le  
with many business leaders. You might 
have a plan but don’t use it much if at all. 
You tell your team what’s expected but don’t 
take the time to uncover bottlenecks, review 
results, or recognize efforts. It comes as a 
surprise to you when customers or 
employees are upset. You’re wearing a lot 
of hats, juggling a lot of balls, unbalanced, 
and wondering how to change the current 
course.

Scoring 0-15 means you’re probably just 
winging it. Your business is lacking the 
quality and quantity of planning necessary 
to grow beyond your own heroic efforts. If 
you’re having financial success this way, 
don’t expect it to last. Time to look in the 
mirror and change what you see when it 
comes to planning.


